WEEK OF SERVICE 2014
by the numbers

- Raised $27,823
- Gave 3,027 hours
- Helped 9,561 people

978 BDOers

**ENVIRONMENT**
Supported nature and wildlife by beautifying 12 community areas including public parks, a beachfront, a neighborhood and wildlife refuges.

**HUNGER**
Provided food for more than 8,800 people by preparing hot meals or working at food banks.

**HEALTH & WELLNESS**
Raised more than $25,000 for different health-related causes through charity bowl-a-thons, runs, walks and tournaments.

**CHILDREN**
Helped 538 children by volunteering in classrooms, after-school programs, family-friendly events and more.

**ANIMALS**
Walked, bathed and gave toys and love to 32 dogs. One BDOer even adopted a puppy!